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Multi-Modality Viewing Capability Allows a Single Workstation to Do More

The Exa-Mammography Viewer is a diagnostic, full featured, web-based mammograph viewer 
that can access images anywhere. 

The Zero Footprint Viewer is capable of viewing any modality including tomography from 
any workstation, even remotely

Server-Side Rendering allows for immediate access to the largest sized files as well as priors

Supports any mammography manufacturer’s acquisition equipment 

FDA approved for 2D/3D mammography viewing

3D Digital Breast
Tomosynthesis

2D Mammogram

Single-click 
quadrant zoom access

Simultaneous gray
scale and color

monior capability

Left and right images are
 matched with pertinent priors

exa-MAMMO Viewer

CAD Counter
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Anywhere Mammo Viewing

Viewing mammography images has never been easier.

The Exa viewer integrates seamlessly with any DICOM
compliant PACS. 
The Exa-Mammo Viewer accepts images from all 
modalities allowing for optimal efficiency.

Zero-footprint viewing allows for access to tomosynthesis 
images, any where, from any Web enabled computer.

Server-side rendering enables ultra fast image delivery
regardless of computer hardware. 

With superior access to images, Viztek’s Exa-Mammo 
Viewer allows for fast and easy access to any and all
mammography images from any computer. 

The Viztek Advantage
View DBT images from any workstation with instant
access and zero lag time.

Other mammography viewers only allow for DBT 
images to be viewed on dedicated viewers within the 
main facility. 

Mammo PACS or Stand alone Viewer

Viztek’s Exa-Mammo Viewer is 
available either as a stand alone viewer 
that can be integrated with any 
DICOM PACS, or the full 
Exa-Mammo PACS.

Additional Features and Functions 

- DICOM, HL7, CAD Compliant

- CAD Counter

- Integrated Report Dictation Option

- Supports Structured Reports and 
GSPS CAD

- Integration Services (PACS, EMR, 
HIS, RIS)

- Disaster Recovery/Offsite Storage

- Images Sent With or Without 
Compression
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View images from any Web-
enabled device, regardless of 
location, operating system, or
hardware*

*5mp monitors required for diagnostic viewing
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